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more likely than a downward one.1
§ 7. One further point remains to be considered. Suppose
that we start with a situation in which there is no independent
trend either upwards or downwards. Public authorities set
out to reduce the unemployment percentage (as averaged over
good and bad times) in given measure by lifting corrected
money income, and so the money wages bill per head. For
the moment — apart from difficulties connected with labour
mobility — they will achieve their purpose. If they can
persuade or compel wage-earners to allow the old rates of
wages to stand, they will achieve it permanently. But if, as
in such a country as England is far more likely, money rates
are pushed up in response in the manner described in earlier
chapters, the unemployment percentage will worsen again,
unless corrected money income is again pushed up. Thus,
if the authorities continue to strive after the goal they
originally set themselves, they must so act as to push aggre-
gate money income always higher and higher. There is reason
to believe that, apart from factional unemployment associated
with imperfect mobility, something not far from full employ-
ment could be secured and maintained, provided that public
authorities were prepared, not merely to make corrected money
income larger than it would have been without them, but to
make it go on growing ever larger and larger in a geometrical
progression. But with this type of policy a scale of inflation
beyond safe limits may easily be induced. The only way in
which that risk can be obviated is by restraint on the part of
wage-earners in pressing for increases in money wage rates.
Granted this, a " full employment policy " need not entail
monetary inflation. But to secure at the same time a high
average level of employment, rapidly expanding money wage
rates (for work of given productivity) and a reasonable stability
in the value of money passes the wit of man.
1 During the war the death of large numbers of men of working age and
the effective raising of the school-leaving age to be expected in the near future
is bound to make the number of persons of working age, and so of would-be
wage-earners, smaller in, say, 1948 than it would have been had the pre-war
rate of increase continued; so that corrected money income will be larger
relatively to uncorrected money income than it would have been. But this
does not imply that from 1948 onwards a given scale of upward trend in un-
corrected money income will carry with it a more rapid upward trend in
corrected money income than it would have done in pre-war conditions. The
conclusion of the text cannot be fortified in that way.

